if you require further
information on Gripability
please contact us. we look
forward to hearing from you.
contact: mon. - fri.
9:00 to 18:00 cet
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on making Gripability available
for many people we were and are
supported by several individuals
and institutions. we take this
opportunity to thank everybody.
we would also like to thank the
following enterprises for their
generous sponsoring:
Festo AG & Co. KG
www.festo.com

fluid automation systems S.A.
www.fas.ch
AMK
www.amk-antriebe.de

Am Wiesengrund 3
36399 Freiensteinau
Germany
www.gripability.com
mail@gripability.com
Phone: +49 (0) 6669 900880
Fax: +49 (0) 6669 900881
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Gimatic S.p.A.
www.gimatic.com
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What is Gripability?
Gripability is an innovation in the field of gripping
aids for people with limited
hand function. It is a new
developed automatic Handlingsystem for people with
gripping and holding disabilities.
Gripability enables its
user to independently
handle utensils like
drinking vessels, cutlery, brushes and toothbrushes, pens and pencils and a lot more in
the daily routine. This
sophisticated grasping
aid allows handicapped
people to grab things,
use them in a stable
hold, and then put them
down again. Handling
items and dealing with
various kinds of objects
in everyday life becomes
a pleasure.
Gripability opens up new dimensions of independence.

How does Gripability operate?
To use Gripability an automatically powered gripper
is adapted to the hand or
any other part of the body
so that in consideration of his
abilities its user
gains the greatest
possible control
in reaching and
handling items.
The opening
and closing
of the gripper is controlled by a
switch chosen and adjusted to
the individual needs
of the challenged person using it.cable.

Who uses
Gripability?
Any person, for
whatever reason, unable to handle
utensils firmly and securely. This can
be e.g. paralyzed people (quadriplegics
- tetraplegics), amputees
or muscle sick people. Just
all those whose grasping and
holding abilities do not guarantee sufficient stabillity
in daily handling routine.

Who developed Gripability?
The developer himself is a gripping and holding challenged person. This is the reason why he has
an extensive understanding for
the problems that come with such
a handicap and for possibilities
to compensate the same. Of course
he has integrated Gripability into
his everyday
life.

